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Introduction
The Web has revolutionised the way schools, colleges and universities deliver tuition and engage with students, parents
and other key stakeholders. As we increasingly become a society of ‘digital natives’ – people who have never known a
world without digital technologies – technology is breaking down traditional barriers and opening up new ways of working,
learning and playing.
One of the technologies with the greatest untapped potential in education is live video streaming. The most likely
explanation for this is a perception by some, until now, that video streaming is expensive and requires specialist skills to
deliver a successful outcome.
That may have been the case in the late 1990s, but in fact, the range of uses already being successfully applied by schools
and colleges render those arguments redundant once and for all. The recent development of technology, such as the
outline some of the best ways to use this technology to enhance the educational experience.
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The basics: what is video streaming?
Streaming has been made possible as a result of the improvement in broadband speeds over the last decade. The connection

catches up.

The evidence: how and why video
delivers improved learning
Video streaming in an educational context is still relatively new. However academic research over the last two decades into

a course in medical informatics consisting of lectures, small group sessions and e-learning material (including video clips). A
course exam determined the learning outcome.
Choi and Johnson (2005) looked at how video impacts instructional learning; they found that learners had higher attention
spans for video-based instruction compared with text-based. Their 2007 study also found greater levels of learner satisfaction
when video is deployed as part of an instructional programme.
expert on game-based learning with Shoyu Learning Solutions.

A motivational tool
attention of learners on the learning material.
Single-out key information
programme. The medium’s ability to assist in recalling important points is attributed to the simultaneous processing of
auditory and visual information required when watching a video.
Demonstrate procedures
and comparing favourably with live presentations too.
Explain models and systems
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Promote active learning
watching the video. One study found that students who learned using digital video engaged more in critical thinking than
those who did not, and that video stimulated cognitive processes that helped facilitate active learning (Kamin, O’Sullivan,
Problem-solve
learning. These academics put this down to the fact that video conveys setting, characters and action in an interesting
way, and portrays more complex and interconnected problems. A large amount of information can also be conveyed in a
compelling manner in a relatively short video.
Promote situated learning
Video helps learning in real-world contexts where students ‘learn by doing’. Choi and Johnson (2005) believe this is because
demonstration video clip is more powerful than static diagrams or text.
Promote metacognition
says, by allowing video viewers to compare themselves to the experts or peers they are watching perform tasks in the video.
Assessment tool
to a 2008 study which found that video-based questions were better at assessing knowledge and establishing understanding

Eight practical ways to
use live video streaming
1. Create an on-demand digital library of support materials
As any teacher knows, video is superb for capturing important classes, lectures and seminars. Video streaming solutions
take this one step further by enabling schools and colleges to establish a digital library of lesson support material. This
is invaluable for students who have been absent for an important class and need to catch up, but equally so for students
reviewing for examinations.

video to save time. With a solution like TriCaster 40, these video streams can also be produced to include PowerPoint slides
and photographs where required.
This same digital library can include clips from other sources, such as television news channels, government departments,
businesses and people.
2. Produce and stream educational programming
With video streaming, schools, colleges and universities can use their existing data networks to distribute TV programmes
used to broaden access to education, but the budget does not allow for teachers to be physically present for every lesson.
3. Broadcast live events
has proved popular for broadcasting live games, so people unable to attend can still keep track. Schools, colleges and
visits from dignitaries, graduation ceremonies and presentations by guest lecturers.
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4. Video conferencing
conferencing enables schools, colleges and universities to get together virtually to learn about and debate the hot topics of
the day. By setting up each speaker and audience with the required cameras and microphones, live video streaming enables
real-time discussion and debate over the Web – the whole conference can also be recorded for future use and made available
in the digital library.
5. Enable distance learning
a course delivered through distance learning can access recordings of lectures as part of their programme – these could even
be live broadcasts (as above).
6. Lecture capture
A video recording of the live lecture, supplemented on the screen with whiteboard, presentation or class notes, makes it
possible to augment material covered during the lecture and provide the class to students, at any time. The opportunity to
review the lecture at their own pace can help students retain material, and instructors to make edits or updates to their video
material. Additionally, instructors can prerecord lectures and make them available throughout the course.
7. Expand school collaborations
world can now collaborate using live video streaming, certainly is. Video streaming enables institutions to connect like never
before, using live broadcasts and publishing pre-recorded footage to educate and inform students and teachers. This is
especially useful for schools, colleges and universities with international collaborations, where there is much greater scope
to share cultural experiences alongside academic development.
8. Strengthen community outreach
sports halls and arts resources. Video streaming provides the scope for far greater engagement with local residents, parents
and authorities. Teachers can use streaming as their own direct TV channel to broadcast annual reports, updates on new
for use by local community groups and charities to help promote their own cause, or provide much needed services through
video.
9. Enhance your brand
Live video streaming can be used as part of the marketing mix to help institutions make the right impact on potential students,
often via embedded YouTube clips, or even on their own channel or ‘learning centre’. Schools, colleges and universities can
campaigns.

Where to go for more information
producing and broadcasting your video – and making it available on demand – is a very simple and low-cost exercise, thanks
to the latest compact solutions.
systems, for a fraction of the cost. The TriCaster 40 is proving a popular solution in the education sector. Visit www.newtek.
com for more information and to speak to our technical team.
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